WDC RACIAL EQUITY COMMITTEE
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 4 – 5 P.M.
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82778903501?pwd=Wj9hMmZVVEiQWGZPeHoxbmfFZL3gvQT09
REC CHAIR, LIGAYA DOMINGO

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
   (Ligaya + All)

2. DISCUSSION
   (Ericka + All)

   Prompt:
   “What if we are at the moment where our inherited systems and structures no longer align
   with the priorities, values and wisdom needed for a sustainable future?”

3. WDC STRUCTURE CHANGE
   - Review WDC Board and Committee structure (Jason)
   - Opportunities created by Board shift to policy and strategy (Ericka + Jason)
   - Creating shared analysis; securing dedicated support (Ligaya)

4. RFQ 21-01 RACIAL EQUITY CONSULTATION: FACILITATION, TRAINING & ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
   (Ligaya)

5. PRIORITIES FOR WDC OFFICERS
   (All)

6. NEXT STEPS

7. ADJOURNMENT

THE NEXT RACIAL EQUITY COMMITTEE MEETING: THURSDAY NOVEMBER 18TH AT 4 P.M.